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Since 1883, Tau Deuteron Chapter and the

University of Texas histories have been in-

tertwined. From those days to the present,

our proud traditions speak for themselves through

our strong brotherhood, intramural dominance, and

leadership at UT. With more than 3,100 initiates,

Tau Deuteron boasts the most initiates of any fra-

ternity at the University of Texas and any Phi

Gamma Delta chapter. Texas Fiji has influenced the

lives of numerous men, cultivating lasting friend-

ships in the process. Our graduates have gone on to

successful and distinguished careers in business,

law, medicine and countless other endeavors, and

most of us can trace the roots of our success back to

our Fraternity brothers and the memorable times

we had at our house: Buen Retiro. 

Our success at UT has propelled us to where we are today. The experiences we received

through Texas Fiji—leadership and organizational skills, social etiquette, teamwork, and

character development—have been integral to our personal achievements. Texas Fiji is

truly Not for College Days Alone.

For all of our successes, our cherished Chapter is at a crossroads in regard to housing.

There are two paths ahead of us: one rests on Texas Fiji’s past accolades and maintains

the status quo, and the other is a realization of the challenges we are facing and a vision

for the future. We must leverage our tradition of success with a determination to offer a

facility that reflects our commitment to each other and the Texas Fiji experience.

While today’s college experience differs from the one we remember in many ways, the

friendship, fellowship, and support we gave to each other remain. An unbroken chain of

Texas Fijis has endured for generations.

If we wish for Texas Fiji to maintain its impressive record of accomplishment, if we wish

to continue to compete and excel at the University of Texas, then the importance of this

campaign cannot be understated. With our proud history and present success secure, it

is time to look to our future. 

GTBO!
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TEXAS FIJI ~ EST. 1883

Buen Retiro’s history with Texas Fiji spans over 100 years.

The house was built in 1902 and acquired by Tau

Deuteron in 1908. The property became a recorded

Texas historical landmark in 1972, indicating the importance

Buen Retiro has played and continues to play in the history of the

University of Texas and the state of Texas. In its 110-year history,

the house has undergone as much change as the UT Austin campus

of which it is part, but the Tau Deuteron Chapter of Phi Gamma

Delta has remained a great steward of this landmark and a vital

part of the University. Each year the Purple Owl House Corpora-

tion makes capital improvements to ensure Buen Retiro remains

the pride of Texas Fijis.

• 1883 – Tau Deuteron Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta is estab-

lished at the University of Texas at Austin.

• 1908 – Buen Retiro property is acquired by Texas Association

of Phi Gamma Delta with a significant investment from H. J.

Lutcher Stark ’10.

• 1935 – Stark, now chairman of UT Board of Regents, issues a

challenge. If Fiji places first in academic scholarship among Greek

fraternities at UT, he will forgive the mortgage his family held on

Buen Retiro.

• 1936 – Tau Deuteron ties for first place in academics and mort-

gage is retired on Buen Retiro.

• 1952 – The west side of Buen Retiro is renovated (resulting in

the current appearance). The second floor porch is removed, while

the kitchen and dining room are constructed.

• Mid-1980s – Buen Fiesta is built to allow for social activities

outside of Buen Retiro.

• 1988 – Buen Retiro’s kitchen is completely renovated and sprin-

kler systems are fully upgraded.

• 2002 – Zivley’s Typing Service at 2707 Hemphill Park re-ac-

quired by Tau Deuteron to expand property to the north. 

• 2002 – Zivley’s Typing Service building converted to study

space and housemother’s apartment. Former apartment/office in

Buen Retiro converted to additional rooms for members.

• Early 2000s – As the expectations of students change, rooms in

Buen Retiro go to single occupancy. 
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As other fraternities upgrade their facilities and Buen

Retiro and Buen Fiesta continue to age, it has become

clear that we must make a major investment in our fa-

cilities if we are to remain competitive, provide a quality living en-

vironment, and continue the legacy all of us helped build.

ENHANCING OUR BROTHERHOOD
Buen Retiro has been the home for all Fijis, but as Austin has

grown, the ability of all our members to receive its benefits has de-

creased. This has led to only a small number being exposed to the

memories we all hold dear. With our experiences in mind, we must

look toward ways to increase the ability for an entire pledge class

to live together, enhancing their brotherhood and creating oppor-

tunities to add to the legacy of being a Texas Fiji.

PURSUING EXCELLENCE 
The University of Texas is as academically challenging as ever and

the need for an enhanced, quiet, well-lit, and comfortable study

space is necessary for our members to achieve the standards to

which we hold each other accountable. We have all seen the impact

of technology over the years. Devices not present during your col-

lege years are now necessities, including personal computers, high-

speed Internet access, and e-mail. Our plan will ensure that Fiji

excels academically and remains a scholastic leader on campus and

within the Greek system.

SETTING OURSELVES APART
While Fiji continues to attract the top men, Kappa Sig, SigEp,

Kappa Alpha, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Psi, and SAE have all com-

pleted or are beginning new construction or renovation projects for

their main house or for pavilions/additions. Several other fraterni-

ties are making plans, as well. We must also compete with the

amenities offered in newly renovated on-campus residence halls and

off-campus apartments. Our goal is to look toward the future, pre-

serving and enhancing Fiji’s place at the top of UT Greek life for

generations to come.



TEXAS FIJI ~ EST. 1883

Buen Retiro has served as a rallying point for Texas Fiji

throughout the history of our Chapter. Buen Fiesta was

built over 25 years ago to aid in preserving Buen Retiro

and it has served that purpose well. However, neither Buen Retiro

nor Buen Fiesta adequately meets the needs of our 180 active mem-

bers. Buen Retiro will always be the central focus of Texas Fiji, but

our housing options must be expanded to ensure that Texas Fiji offers

a first-class facility for our collegiate brothers and has an endowment

to preserve it well into the future.

The Tau Deuteron graduate leadership has developed a solid plan

to address the long-term viability of the Fiji experience on the Uni-

versity of Texas campus. Through careful study, assessment, and

planning, it has been determined that modernizing Buen Retiro,

while maximizing our housing options, is necessary, and we have

developed a tactical approach to our future. The plan includes a

22,153-square-foot facility containing a 2,385-square-foot multi-

purpose room, allowing 60+ vehicle parking spots on two under-

ground levels, and a maintenance endowment. 

Basement First Floor
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Create a Maintenance Endowment
• Provide partial funding for the capital maintenance and 

repair of Buen Retiro and the new facility

• Ensure that the technological and educational components 

of the facility are properly maintained

• Free up additional funds for the proactive maintenance of 

the structure and physical plant, while keeping the rent 

charged to members competitive on the University of 

Texas campus

Second Floor Third Floor

Modernize Buen Retiro
• Remove third floor bedrooms to expand Chapter Room to 

accommodate our 180-man Chapter

• Update the dorm rooms and living areas with new carpet 

and paint

• Enhance the TV room

• Update the HVAC and clean the ducts

TEXAS FIJI
Not for College Days Alone



PROJECT COST

FACILITIES AND PARKING - $4,750,000

BUEN RETIRO REMODEL - $250,000

MAINTENANCE ENDOWMENT - $500,000

PROJECT TOTAL - $5,500,000

TEXAS FIJI ~ EST. 1883

Build 6,049-Square-Foot 
Additional Living Space

• 20+ single occupancy rooms

• Ample study space, including areas for individual and group 

study, with a dedicated study hall, leadership conference 

room, and computer area

• Additional laundry space

Construct a 2,358-Square-Foot 
Multipurpose Room

• Self-contained multipurpose area in which to host social events

• Men’s and women’s restrooms

• 2,896-square-foot outdoor terrace area to connect to 

Buen Retiro

CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE

MARCH 2013
Break ground on new addition

AUGUST 2014
Project completed

FALL 2014
Commence and complete work on Buen Retiro

MAIN FLOOR
• Covered and non-covered 

social space

• Larger men’s and women’s 
restrooms

• Brotherhood/game room

• Above and underground parking 
for 60+
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TEXAS FIJI
Not for College Days Alone
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THIRD FLOOR

Second/Third 
Level Highlights

• Laundry area with washers 
and dryers

• 20+ one-man bedrooms with 
shared bathrooms

SECOND
FLOOR

EXAMPLE
ROOM

LAYOUT



You are the only one who can place a value on your Texas

Fiji membership—the lifelong friendships you made,

the development of your values and principles, and the

many ways Fiji enhanced your college years in Austin. Remember

that each of us benefited from the courage, generosity, work and

sacrifice of those who went before us. We all enjoyed the comfort

and brotherhood Buen Retiro provided during our years at UT.

Now it is our turn to repay the Fraternity, ensuring that the same,

wonderful experience is available to others. 

Our investment in the future of Tau Deuteron will ensure the con-

tinued success of our Chapter and will promote a legacy upon

which to build an even greater brotherhood. Today, perhaps more

than ever, college fraternities play a relevant role in shaping the

lives of young men. Buen Retiro provides a small-group living en-

vironment that offers our members a solid foundation for their ed-

ucation and also affords opportunities for the development of lead-

ership and social skills. 

The undergraduate men have made a commitment to work hard

in maintaining the programs and traditions that have benefited the

lives of so many Fiji brothers over the years. Together with our ac-

tive members, the graduate volunteer leadership is committed to

this major undertaking, which will allow us to add to the history

of Buen Retiro, allow more brotherhood and fellowship, while com-

peting with other fraternities and housing options in Austin.

Now we are seeking alumni and family members to provide finan-

cial and volunteer support that will be crucial to lead this project.

Each of us benefited from the generosity, work, and sacrifice of those

who went before us. 

GTBO
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Each of us, simply by our presence, has contributed to the

history of Texas Fiji. How appropriate that each of our

names be entered into the halls of Buen Retiro. All sup-

porters of the project giving $2,500 and above will be recognized

on a prominently displayed plaque. All donors contributing $1,000

or more to the campaign will be recognized in campaign publica-

tions, unless otherwise requested. Names will appear by category,

relative to the size of their gift. Gifts in honor or in memory of

brothers, as well as family and pledge class gifts, are welcomed.

Because of the magnitude of Texas Fiji’s need, we urge all brothers

to consider major gifts to the campaign. To help donors make the

largest gift possible, pledges may be spread over a five-year period.

Donors pledging $25,000 and above may be eligible for a partial

tax deduction through the Phi Gamma Delta Educational Foun-

dation. Please contact your campaign representative at (785) 843-

1661 to discuss this opportunity.

GIVING LEVELS

Buen Retiro Society / $250,000 and above

1883 Founders Society / $100,000 to $249,999

Black Diamond Society / $50,000 to $99,999 

White Star Society / $25,000 to $49,999

Purple Owl Society / $10,000 to $24,999 

300 W. 27th Street Society / $5,000 to $9,999

Tau Deuteron Society / $2,500 to $4,999

Loyal Fiji Society / $1,000 to $2,499
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New Building..................................... $500,000

Chapter Room (Buen Retiro)...........RESERVED

Multipurpose Building/Room............. $250,000

TV Room (Buen Retiro)......................$250,000

Terrace.............................................RESERVED

Computer Room................................. $150,000

Study Hall...........................................$100,000

5 Reserved Parking Spaces............... $100,000*

9 Columns........................................ $100,000

20 Rooms..............................................$50,000 

*Gift must be to Purple Owl House Corporation  
and is non-tax deductible



Tau Deuteron Advisory Board

President Marshall Merritt PC ’79 

Chapter Administration Mark Muecke PC ’97 

Finance Mark Winter PC ’79 

Graduate Relations/Newsletter DeWitt Waltmon, Jr. PC ’76

Insurance Peter Pincoffs PC ’69 

Legal/Risk Management Bryan Campbell PC ’78 

Pig Dinner Robert Canon PC ’72 

Pledge Education Bill Fowler PC ’73 

Recruitment Jeff Hickey PC ’77 (North Texas) 

Bobby Orr PC ’75 (South Texas)

Ritual David Duke PC ’84

Scholarship Max Reinbach III PC ’03 

Advisory Members Brad Fowler PC ’52 

Delano Womack PC ’52 

Carcy Clinton PC ’76 

Ardon Moore PC ’77

Purple Legionnaire Max Reinbach III PC ’03

Purple Owl House Corporation

Jim Rodman PC ’78, President

Buddy Pletz PC ’53 

Kevin Snodgrass PC ’78

Evan Williams PC ’78

Marc Connally PC ’99

Trey Fly PC ’00

Campaign Chairmen

Bobby Orr PC ’75

(832) 428-8595

borr@orrinc.com

Kevin Snodgrass PC ’78 

(713) 254-1315

kevin.snodgrass@cushwake.com

The memories, traditions, and friendships that were

developed while each of us were active members

are “Not for College Days Alone!” We need

your assistance and financial support to successfully re-

lieve the stress on Buen Retiro and look toward the

future of Texas Fiji.

We urge your thoughtful consideration of this plan. With

your support, Fiji will continue to provide a quality living en-

vironment that supports, nurtures, and develops outstanding

young men with the skills and confidence to face an ever-

changing world. 

The commitment we make today cannot be under-

estimated—it will have a far-reaching effect on the

lives our Texas Fiji brothers for years to come.

TEXAS FIJI ~ EST. 1883
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Sing Me A Song Of College Days,

Said A Brother Fiji True;

It Has Been Many Years Ago

Since We Were At T.U….

We Sang Those Songs We All Knew Well,

And Each Voice Rang Out With Glee;

I Tell You Boys, It’s Great To Be

An Old T.U. Fiji!

Fijis Were Here in ’83 

At Dear Old Texas U;

In Ties So Firmly Bound Were We

Together One From Two…

Our College and Fraternity 

We Hail From Sea To Sea;

I Tell You Boys, It’s Great To Be

An Old T.U. Fiji!

Tau Deuteron Hymn
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